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It has been argued that fake news and the spread of false information pose a threat to societies
throughout the world, from influencing the results of elections to hindering the efforts to manage
the COVID-19 pandemic. To combat this threat, a number of Natural Language Processing (NLP)
approaches have been developed. These leverage a number of datasets, feature extraction/selection
techniques and machine learning (ML) algorithms to detect fake news before it spreads. While
these methods are well-documented, there is less evidence regarding their efficacy in this domain.
By systematically reviewing the literature, this paper aims to delineate the approaches for fake
news detection that are most performant, identify limitations with existing approaches, and suggest
ways these can be mitigated. The analysis of the results indicates that Ensemble Methods using a
combination of news content and socially-based features are currently the most effective. Finally, it is
proposed that future research should focus on developing approaches that address generalisability
issues (which, in part, arise from limitations with current datasets), explainability and bias.
1 Introduction
Fake news can be defined as false stories that aim to intentionally influence its consumers, usually for political gain or
for profit through advertising [1]. Historically, fake news was spread largely through word-of-mouth or in print media.
With the creation of the world wide web, however, it became possible for everyone to share content globally without
regulation or scrutiny [2]. Crucially, though, discovery of this content was initially limited, as people were forced to
either actively search for it, hear about it through word-of-mouth or find it posted on more popular sites. Social media
sites, such as Facebook and Twitter, which launched in 2004 and 2006, respectively, removed such barriers in fake
news discovery. These sites have made it increasingly easy to distribute fake news to many users through a number
of different methods [3]. Influential figures may share false news or statements, which are then shared by their large
followings; real news posts may be inundated with comments attempting to disprove the truth and faceless pages may
share news content that is intentionally misleading.
Despite evidence that fake news has existed for a number of years online, the term ‘fake news’ only saw a large rise in
use following the 2016 US Presidential Election [4]. It has been argued that without fake news targeting the opponents
of former President Donald Trump, he would have never won the election [5]. In more recent times, events such as the
riots at the Capitol and the anti-vaxxer movement against the COVID-19 vaccine have suggested that fake news can
contribute to the damage of national security and public health [6]. As such, it has been argued that fake news presents
a threat to societies and democracies around the world [7].
As a response, there has been a significant increase in interest within the academic community in how best to address
the problem of fake news. For computer scientists, this approach largely focuses on using supervised machine learning
(ML) algorithms to identify patterns in fake news and therefore detect them before they are able to spread. This involves
leveraging a labelled dataset, containing both true and false news articles, and using algorithms to determine patterns in
these different types of news. These patterns then form a model that aims to predict whether any unseen articles may
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be true or false. A discussion of these methods can be found in the survey of fake news detection techniques by [8],
which highlighted the use of Support Vector Machines (SVMs), Decision Trees and Neural Networks (NNs). These
algorithms are also supported by Natural Language Processing (NLP) techniques such as feature extraction and feature
selection methods, which create a subset of features and convert text into numerical representations that can be used by
these algorithms. These may include techniques such as TF-IDF, Bag of Words and Word2Vec applications of which,
are exemplified in [9, 10, 11] respectively. Bondielli’s paper also presents alternative techniques, such as fact-checking
algorithms and diffusion pattern analysis, which could be argued to leverage machine learning methods as part of their
respective pipelines.
Despite the existence and application of well-established ML and NLP techniques, fake news detection is an emerging
field. As such, research appears not to define fake news in a similar way, which leads to a diversity in how the problem
is conceived and addressed. Considering Allcott and Gentzkow’s definition that describes fake news as intentionally
aiming to mislead its consumers for political or economic reasons, there are other forms of content that have been
referred to as fake news, but fall outside this definition. These include satirical news such as the content on the
Onion.com [12], rumours that are not necessarily false [13], and clickbait articles that are being used more by reputable
news outlets to drive internet traffic [14]. The heterogeneity in what is considered fake news is further magnified by
the different means of distribution of fake news, such as comments on social media, posts and entire websites. As a
result, current research is varied in what they define as fake news, with some studies stating that they are looking at
‘fake news’ when in reality they investigate clickbait or satirical news. As the field matures, it is therefore important to
clearly delineate what ’type’ of fake news or adjacent concept is being explored. A clear conceptualisation of what fake
news is will facilitate the interpretation of the results of each study and will motivate more focused research efforts to
address the problem.
Given the variety of definitions of fake news, means of distribution, ML and NLP techniques to address the problem,
it is necessary to determine what approaches are being applied and how effective they are for the different types of
fake news and means of distribution. This is to inform future research and industrial practice in what techniques
are worth further investigation and what techniques are less suitable for this domain. To this end, there is a large
number of literature reviews that provide overviews of the different methods of detecting fake news in general
[4, 15, 16, 17, 18, 8, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24]. Much fewer literature reviews also provide insight into the effectiveness
of certain methods. However, because these reviews are often not aimed to be systematic or have a different scope,
they report the results of a limited number of papers or state the limitations of certain approaches but do not provide an
in-depth comparison of the techniques used [25, 26, 27, 28, 29]. The reviews by [13, 30, 4] also provide insight to the
limitations of particular approaches. The review by [31] offers a comprehensive comparison of approaches in terms of
their effectiveness; however, due to the limited number of studies included in the comparison, the results, while valuable,
are not conclusive. [30] cites hybrid approaches as being more effective than other approaches and this is somewhat
also supported by the review by [23], which states that "the analysis of fake news content is not sufficient to establish
an effective and reliable detection system” and that other aspects of fake news including author and user analysis as
well as social context should also be explored. Moreover, literature reviews may often include and compare studies
that address different "types" of fake news (rumours, clickbait, social media posts, etc.), as previously mentioned. It
could be argued that these forms of fake news have different characteristics, such that different approaches may be
more effective. As such, more focused investigations – primary studies and literature reviews – are needed into the
suitability of approaches, or combination of approaches, for different types of fake news.
The systematic literature review presented in this paper focuses on intentionally false news articles, omitting social
media posts or other means of distribution, as well as other types of fake news. It complements previous comprehensive
reviews, by including the most recent research, and by identifying the different methods of fake news detection that
have been applied in this specific domain of fake news and providing an in-depth and detailed comparison of their
effectiveness.
This paper first defines the review protocol, followed by an overview of the literature before reporting on the results
pertaining to the research questions of the review. The paper continues with a discussion of the results and concludes by
making recommendations for future work in the field.
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2 Method
This review follows the guidelines for systematic literature reviews as described by [32]. To better manage the review,
the tool ‘Parsifal’2 was used. Adhering to Kitchenham’s guidelines, this tool allows researchers to import studies,
specify exclusion criteria and write comments regarding reasons for exclusion. It also includes features for carrying out
Quality Assessments and Data Extraction.
2.1 Research Questions
Section 1 motivates a focused investigation of the methods for false news detection. As such, this study addresses the
following research questions and sub-questions:
• RQ1. What methods are there to detect fake news articles?
– RQ1.1 What features are used to detect fake news articles?
– RQ1.2 What feature selection/extraction approaches are used for training?
– RQ1.3 What machine learning models are used?
– RQ1.4 What combination of feature selection/extraction approach is used?
– RQ1.5 What datasets are used?
• RQ2. How effective are existing methods to detect fake news articles?
– RQ2.1 What groups of features are more effective for detection?
– RQ2.2 What feature selection/extraction approaches are associated with better performance?
– RQ2.3 What methods generally perform better overall?
RQ1 is intentionally broad to ensure that all methods of detecting fake news are captured. Although other reviews
indicate that supervised machine learning is the predominant approach, this review shall attempt to capture other
methods that are used, such as unsupervised or semi-supervised approaches (RQ1.3). In addition, it could be argued
that the feature extraction/selection approaches, datasets used, and their combination with the chosen ML method, also
have a large impact on the resulting performance, and as such, these are also investigated as part of RQ1.1, RQ1.2,
RQ1.4 and RQ1.5.
RQ2 addresses how effective these feature groups, feature extraction/selection approaches and ML methods are at
addressing the fake news problem by primarily comparing F-score and accuracy metrics. Due to the number of
variables between different papers (including the datasets used and the differing implementations of ML methods NLP
techniques), multiple analyses are performed to ensure that more reliable comparisons can be made. This includes
comparing the average F-scores and accuracies for each proposed approach, analysing what methods consistently
outperform other methods in comparative studies, and investigating performances on the most widely used dataset.
2.2 Search Process
The process to collect relevant studies involved both automated and manual searches. This process is shown diagram-
matically in Figure 1.
2.2.1 Automated Search
The term ‘fake news’ gained significant popularity during the 2016 US election. As such, articles published in the
period between 1st January 2016 and 8th December 2020 were collected. The search process was largely automated by
searching databases including IEEEXplore, ACM, ScienceDirect and Scopus.
Using the research questions as a starting point, a process of string refinement was undertaken. Initially, keywords such
as ‘fake’, ‘news’ and ‘detect’ along with their synonyms were used to define the search string. However, it became
evident that, due to this being a relatively new area of research, a broader search string should be used. This allows the
review to be as comprehensive as possible through capturing as much of the literature as possible. Therefore, only
synonyms relating to the words ‘fake’ and ‘news’ were used to define the search string, and synonyms relating to
‘detect’ were omitted resulting in the following search string.
2https://parsif.al/
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(Fake OR Misinformation OR False OR Unverified OR Inaccurate OR Rumour/s) AND (News OR Article/s OR Media
OR Information)
Due to fake news being an area that spans research areas outside of Computer Science searches were limited, where
possible, to peer-reviewed Computer Science journals and conferences, given the focus of this review on the technical
aspects of the fake news problem. Following collection, the majority of duplicates were removed automatically through
Parsifal. Duplicates that were not captured by Parsifal were excluded manually upon content review. This stage of data
collection is presented in Table 1.
Table 1: Total Papers Collected by Database






After all duplicates removed 670
2.2.2 Manual Search
For thoroughness, other relevant literature reviews on this topic were also searched for potential papers to include in
this review. In total, 19 literature reviews were searched with a total of 1137 references. Potential papers were selected
based on their title and checked against the automatic search results to ensure that there were no duplicates. Following
the selection by title, papers were scanned based on their content and excluded according to the criteria. The papers
selected at each stage can be seen in Figure 1.
2.3 Study Selection and Evaluation
Following the collection of papers, a set of exclusion and inclusion criteria was defined in order to filter out papers that
were not relevant to the study or did not align with the definitions and research questions of this review.
2.3.1 Inclusion Criteria
• IC1. Computer Science Papers
• IC2. Date = 2016 – 2020
• IC3. Language = English
• IC4. Primary Studies
• IC5. Relevant to research questions
The inclusion criteria are typical for systematic reviews, whereby studies must be relevant to the research questions and
subject area as well as be primary studies. The date range was selected because academic interest in fake news gained
significant traction after the 2016 Presidential Election (as discussed in Section 1). Studies were also required to be
written in English, such that the authors could understand the content. For studies to be included in the review, they
were required to satisfy all the above criteria.
2.3.2 Exclusion Criteria
• EC1. Does not focus on news articles.
• EC2. Does not address detection of fake news articles.
• EC3. Does not present any results for the detection of fake news articles.
• EC4. Focuses on a specific event or subject area.
The exclusion criteria expand on IC5 by stating what is required for papers to be relevant to the research questions. As
discussed in Section 1, the aim of this review is to focus on the different methods to detect intentionally false news
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articles and their effectiveness (EC1 and EC2). As effectiveness is a key component of this review, results must be
presented for comparison (EC3). Finally, this review aims to explore fake news in a topic-agnostic manner, therefore
studies should aim to explore detection of fake news in general not in relation to specific topics or events such as
COVID-19 (EC4).
2.3.3 Study Selection
Initially, papers collected by automated search were excluded based on their title and abstract. This was followed by
excluding by their content. Papers collected through a manual search of references from other literature reviews were
initially scanned only by their title, followed by a thorough scan on their content. Omitting scanning of the abstract
for the manual search was done for practical reasons when searching through literature review references. Figure 1
summarises the result of the study selection process for both the automated search and manual search.
Figure 1: Study Selection Flowchart
As can be seen from Figure 1, although numerous papers were extracted from other literature reviews on this topic
during the manual search, only two made it through final selection. This provides confidence that the automated search
was thorough and captured the majority of relevant papers.
2.3.4 Quality Assessment
Following the study selection phase, a Quality Assessment was carried out on the included studies. In systematic
reviews, the Quality Assessment can have two purposes: it is used as a means to either exclude studies or to support
data synthesis [33]. In this study, the Quality Assessment was used to support data synthesis and analysis. This enables
the review to more accurately capture the current state of fake news research and identify areas of improvement. The
criteria of the Quality Assessment along with an explanation and motivation for each criterion can be found in Table 2.
The criteria were formulated as questions, and answers to these questions were restricted to ‘Yes’, ‘Partially’ and ’No’,
each with a numerical score of 1, 0.5 and 0 given, respectively.
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Table 2: QA Criteria and Justification
Question Justification
QA1. Does the paper provide an adequate
definition or explanation of ’Fake News’?
The term ’fake news’ is often used loosely, or as an umbrella term to
refer to different forms of intentionally or unintentionally misleading
online content (e.g., rumours, satirical content, social media posts, etc.).
As such, it is important that research papers define or describe the ‘fake
news’ content being addressed.
QA2. Does the paper disclose/provide
access to the dataset used (if applicable)?
The characteristics of the dataset, including size and quality, influences
the performance of ML models. To enable comparative evaluation and
for the purposes of reproducibility, the dataset used in the study should
be identified.
QA3. Were the contents of the dataset
used adequately described (if applicable)?
Similarly, it is important to have an insight into the features used to
build the model.
QA4. Was the methodology adequately
described?
Here, methodology is defined as the series of steps taken in the NLP
pipeline (or if an alternative method has been used, a comprehensive
explanation of the steps taken). This is for purposes of reproducibility
and evidence of adherence to scientific method.
QA5. Were one or more performance met-
rics used with an adequate discussion of
results ?
The choice of metric determines how the performance of the model
is measured and compared. Disclosure of the metric(s) used and a
discussion of the evaluation results provides an insight into the effec-
tiveness of the model, in relation to other approaches, and motivates
future research. Here, an ‘adequate discussion’ is defined as an attempt
to critically interpret the results and link them to previous work. Papers
that fulfil this requirement ‘partially’ are defined as having a discussion
section but only enumerating the results presented without any insight
to limitations or reliability. Papers that omit a discussion section fail
this QA criteria.
2.4 Data Extraction
The data extraction phase serves to collect data to address the research questions. This was organised by means of a
spreadsheet exported from Parsifal where each row contained the selected papers. Appended to this list of papers, a
number of attributes were added in relation to the research questions. These are summarised in Table 3. Some fields
pertaining to the details of the publication and the authorship were automatically collected through the export process.
The remaining fields were filled in manually. The three major groups of data that were manually collected were as
follows: the method of detection including the type, algorithm, and features used, addressing RQ1; the performance
including metrics such as F1 score, accuracy, precision, recall and Area Under the ROC Curve (AUC), addressing RQ2;
finally the dataset used, including its size where possible, in relation to RQ2.
During data extraction, some papers did not directly give the figures for some fields. However, where possible these
fields were populated by deriving results from other data collected (for example, F1 score may have been derived using
the precision and recall). In cases where studies included results from other papers to be used as a baseline, only the
primary results were included in the data extraction to avoid duplication. An exception to this is where a paper repeated
another’s method and produced new results through that method. In cases where several results were presented for the
same method, with the independent variable not being the method, only the average score was included.
One prominent issue during the data extraction phase were the variations of the same basic algorithm; an example of
this is NuSVM and Linear SVM or variations in the different types of neural networks. These were recorded as they
were presented by the selected papers but were also grouped by the algorithms from which they were derived.
Over the course of the data extraction phase, it was observed that the most commonly applied metrics were accuracy
and F-score. These will therefore be the main metrics used for comparison between methods. Papers not citing the
F-score or accuracy will not be used for direct comparison.
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2.5 Threats to Validity
As is common in systematic literature reviews, there are a number of threats to validity which may introduce bias into
the outcomes of the review. These include publication bias and errors in data collection, study exclusion and data
extraction. To mitigate against these threats, the following counter-measures were implemented. In terms of publication
bias, whereby studies are more likely to select positive results over negative ones, this is mitigated through the Quality
Assessment which attempts to ascertain whether studies discuss their results with limitations. In regards to this review,
as the aim is to report the efficacy of different methods in the field, rather than present new results of its own, there is
also no motivation from this review to only include studies that report positive results – similar to other SLRs identified
by [34]. To mitigate against omitting studies based on the search criteria, a broad search string was used as discussed in
Section 2.2.1. It could be argued that the date range used could be expanded to studies that were published before 2016;
however, as discussed in Section 1, fake news only became popularised from this year onwards. This decision is further
justified by the results presented in Section 3.1, which showed a steep increase in publications addressing fake news
starting from 2017. Regarding errors in study exclusion and data extraction, where studies may have been incorrectly
excluded or the data extraction erroneous, this was mitigated through a review by a secondary researcher. In the initial
stages of study selection based on title and abstract, this was carried out by a single author with the sole purpose to
only exclude studies that were undoubtedly out of scope (erring on the side of inclusion for any title/abstract that was
deemed doubtful). During the selection by content stage, a random sample of papers was taken and reviewed by the
secondary author. This approach appears to be the most popular for SLRs as demonstrated by [35], although there is no
standard amount of papers to use for this random sample. It was agreed that a significant but manageable number of
papers should be undertaken for review by a secondary author, in this case 20% with an agreement threshold of 90%.
This percentage of papers and agreement between the two researchers was also used for a different random sample in
the data extraction stage.
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3 Results
In this section, the results of the study are discussed. Initially, an overview is provided of the included studies. Section
3.2 provides the results of the Quality Assessment. In Section 3.3, results relating to RQ1 are presented about the
methods used in the studies – including choice of features, feature selection/extraction method, machine learning model
and dataset. Finally, Section 3.4 describes the results relating to RQ2 which focuses on the effectiveness of these
approaches.
3.1 Overview of Included Studies
This study identified 87 papers from 2016-2020 that were relevant to the research question. 66 of these were from
conference proceedings and the remaining 22 were from academic journals. Figure 2 displays where these studies were
found, and Figure 3 displays the year in which the studies were published. As can be seen from Figure 3, most selected
studies were from later years in the defined range, with no studies being identified in 2016. This supports the decision
to keep the selection range between 2016 to 2020. The steep slope in Figure 3 may also indicate that it is a relatively
new but also rapidly growing area of interest.
Although the manual search yielded a couple of additional papers, it is also unlikely that a further manual search would
have yielded many more studies. The vast majority of the references in the literature reviews searched were either not
relevant to the research questions, focused on other areas of fake news (such as social media) or were not experimental
studies that would have yielded results in relation to RQ2. The fact that many studies that had been included in these
literature reviews were also discovered through the automated search bolsters confidence that this review remained as
comprehensive as possible.
Figure 2: Selected Study Sources Figure 3: Selected Studies Years of Publish
3.2 Quality Assessment Results
A Quality Assessment (QA) of the studies was performed principally to assist in data synthesis as well as to provide
insights for future research [32]. Five quality assessment questions were derived and can be found in Section 2.3.3.
As can be seen from Figure 4, studies perform relatively well overall with the majority of scores falling above 3.
However, looking at individual QA questions associated with lower scores, areas of improvement for future studies can
be identified. The results relating to each of the QA questions are presented below.
3.2.1 QA1: Definitions of Fake News
Relating to QA1, it was noted that 41% of the studies did not provide any definition of ‘Fake News’; rather, these
papers discussed the current state of fake news and opportunities in research before moving onto their own approach for
solving the problem. As this is a somewhat binary question, only a few studies were marked as ‘partially’ in answering
QA1. Studies marked as ‘partially’ answering QA1 were generally studies that alluded to what fake news is, without
providing an explicit definition. An example of this can be found in [36], which, in the introduction, explains the impact
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of fake news which gives the reader some insight to what fake news is but without providing an explicit definition. Lack
of clarity in the definitions used in a study may be seen as problematic. As described in Section 1, the study of fake
news is an emerging field with no agreed definition of what fake news is. This means that there are deviations in how
the fake news problem is being understood and, in turn, being approached and solved.
3.2.2 QA2: Disclosure and Access to Datasets
Relating to QA2, 47% of studies did at least partially disclose what dataset was used, typically by citing a previous study
that has used this dataset while omitting a direct reference to the dataset. A further 37% disclosed the dataset fully with
a direct citation to the dataset used. On the other hand, studies marked as not disclosing the dataset at all were typically
studies where a custom dataset was used, which was created by the authors. These studies would largely describe how
the dataset was produced, typically through web-scraping and labelling based on where they were scraped from, but
would not provide access to the dataset. Disclosing the dataset used could help create performance benchmarks, support
transparency and discourage concerns around bias.
3.2.3 QA3: Dataset Contents
In relation to QA3, 37% of studies did not adequately describe the contents of the dataset that was used, particularly in
studies that presented models which only trained on textual features. This meant that it was unclear what aspects of a
news article were used; for example, whether the headline, author and publication date were used in training. As many
of the models are not easily explainable, knowing the contents of the dataset used to train the model could provide some
transparency into how a model differentiates between different types of news in the dataset.
3.2.4 QA4: Description of Methodologies
In terms of QA4, the methodology was nearly always adequately described, which is to be expected from studies that
rely on experimental work. However, an exception to this was 9 papers that were found not to disclose the feature
extraction/selection method that was used. As this is a key step in the NLP pipeline, these papers were marked as
partially fulfilling the requirement for this particular QA question.
3.2.5 QA5: Disclosure of Metrics and Discussion of Evaluation Results
The large majority of selected papers provided a clear description of their evaluation metrics and discussion of results,
as part of QA5. However, 12 papers were found to satisfy this criterion only partially. These studies identified the
evaluation metrics that they had used and outlined the results, but there was no attempt to interpret the results by linking
them to findings of previous studies or state any limitations.
Figure 4: Selected Study Sources Figure 5: Selected Studies Years of Publish
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3.3 Methods of Fake News Article Detection (RQ1)
All papers used a supervised approach with the exception of one paper which used a semi-supervised approach. This
was despite efforts to attempt to capture other methods as discussed in Section 2. Machine learning approaches for
Natural Language Processing problems typically rely on a general pipeline which, among other steps, includes feature
selection/extraction, modelling and evaluation; as such, the presentation of the results will follow this pipeline.
3.3.1 Features (RQ1.1)
[37] offers a broad categorisation of three types of approach depending on the features used. These features are as
follows:
• News Content-Based: Features derived from the main body and textual features of the news article which
may include the headline, article body, author names and publication date.
• Social Context Based: Features based on data from social media including propagation and comments
• Feature Fusion: Features that are a combination of the first two categories.
In the studies selected in this review, content-based features appear to be used significantly more frequently than other
types of features (Figure 6). It could be argued that this is because the majority of datasets that are available in this
problem domain solely include article content and omit social features.
Figure 6: Overview of Feature Groups used by Papers
3.3.2 Feature Selection/Extraction Methods (RQ1.2)
From a more technical perspective, features in an NLP model can be defined as numerical representations that a
machine learning model can use. Prior to forming these numerical representations, it is typical for only a subset of
features to be used to train the model. This is usually done in an attempt to improve the performance of the model by
selecting only key features and excluding any that may introduce noise into a model. One way to do this is feature
selection, which involves including or excluding different parts of the text such as bi-grams, part-of-speech tags, ranges
of word-frequencies or named-entities. An alternative approach is feature extraction. Unlike feature selection which
maintains the original features, feature extraction derives new information from the original features thus transforming
them into a new feature subspace. An example of one of these methods is TF-IDF which scores words depending on
their frequency in a document as well as their frequency in all documents across the dataset. Words that appear several
times in one document, but not across the dataset, are deemed to be highly relevant to the document; words that appear
frequently across all documents are deemed less relevant [38]. This means that very common words in TF-IDF will
have values closer to 0, and carry less weight, whereas more document specific words will have values closer to 1.
Figure 7 shows the frequency of use of different feature extraction/selection methods in the selected studies. Although
both TF-IDF and Word2Vec are popular extraction methods in general for NLP problems, the latter seems to be a
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less common method in this particular problem domain. Unlike TF-IDF, which is an extension of the ‘Bag of Words’
approach, Word2Vec uses a neural network to create word associations from text which are then represented in a vector.
Words that are semantically related will have similar vector values [39]. When compared to TF-IDF, Word2Vec captures
more information about words used in the corpus as opposed to TF-IDF which simply scores a word’s relevancy in
their respective documents. However, one weakness of Word2Vec is that it does only capture one sense of a word. For
example, Word2Vec may represent the word ‘left’ as the past tense of ‘leave’ or it may represent it as a direction as in the
phrase ‘to the left’, but not both, depending on the dictionary of words on which it was trained. Word2Vec is, therefore,
context-independent and has a limited vocabulary [40]. This limits the accuracy of the word associations it represents
in its vectors and is unable to derive vectors that are outside its vocabulary. This problem is overcome in the latest
state-of-the-art language model developed by Google, BERT [41]. Unlike Word2Vec, BERT is context-dependent and
therefore several representations may be made for the same word, depending on the words preceding and succeeding it.
It also is able to handle words outside of its vocabulary. Despite these benefits, only one paper in this study used BERT.
However, this may be attributed to it being a relatively new approach.
Figure 7: Frequency of Papers using Feature Extraction/Selection Method
An equally popular method of feature extraction were Ensemble Methods. Similar to how Ensemble Methods are
defined for machine learning models, this is where a number of different approaches are used to extract a combination
of features. An example of this can be found in [42], which used a combination of VGGNet to extract features related
to an article image, and Word2Vec to extract textual features. To better illustrate these Ensemble Methods, a diagram of
the framework used by this paper is provided in Figure 8.
In 16 cases, a combination of textual and non-textual features were used, and an ensemble of feature extraction methods
were applied to combine these features. These features generally included a combination of text, images and social
context, as exemplified in [42]. The remaining 6 examples of ensemble feature extraction were experiments to see if
combining different textual features increased model performance, for example, Word2Vec vectors and TF-IDF scores,
as illustrated in [43].
It is also worth noting that a number of feature representations were either novel or unclear. 15 papers presented novel
feature representation methods, typically using statistical methods that did not relate to well-known approaches such
as TD-IDF, Word2Vec or Bag of Words. 9 papers that did not clearly present any feature representation method, as
discussed as part of the quality assessment (QA4) in Section 3.2.
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Figure 8: [42] Example of Ensemble Feature Extraction Method
3.3.3 Machine Learning Models (RQ1.3)
Once a suitable set of features has been derived, they can then be applied to a machine learning model. Figure 9
shows the frequency of different machine learning models in the selected studies. Here, some variations of methods
have been grouped to help provide a high-level analysis. For example, different types of gradient boosting such as
AdaBoost and XGBoost have been grouped as ‘Gradient Boosting’. Similarly, it is important to note that although
Random Forests and Gradient Boosting can be defined as Ensemble Methods in their own right, the term ‘Ensemble
Methods’ has been used within this paper to refer to approaches that combine more than one model and do not fall
under a well-defined category. This may include combinations of more than one NN trained on different features or a
combination of different techniques that use voting to determine the classification. These types of Ensemble Methods
also see a fair amount of use within the selected studies. Examples of such approach can be found in [9, 44]. With this
in mind, it could be argued that although NNs are significantly more popular than other approaches listed in Figure 9,
all variations of Ensemble Methods, including Random Forests and Gradient Boosting, when combined, are actually
more popular.
Figure 9: Frequency of Papers Using ML Methods
3.3.4 Feature Extraction and ML Model Combinations (RQ1.4)
Given that ML models and feature extraction/selection methods both contribute to the efficacy of the resulting model,
it is important to investigate what combinations are more commonly used. However, as can be seen from Figure 10,
there is no clear combination of technique that is preferred in the literature overall. As in Section 3.2.2, TF-IDF is the
most popular feature extraction technique and, as such, it has been attempted more frequently across different machine
learning approaches. Due to the amount of overlap between different feature extraction and ML methods, it can be
argued that there is currently no agreed combination of techniques.
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Figure 10: Combinations of ML Methods and Feature Extraction/Selection Methods
3.3.5 Datasets (RQ1.5)
Another critical parameter is the dataset that was used. Figure 11 shows which datasets were used most by the selected
studies and Table 4 provides additional information on the most common publicly available datasets. The key in the
Figure 4 lists the datasets in descending order, from most popular datasets to least popular. This analysis indicates
that the most popular approach was to use datasets that authors created themselves (labelled ‘Own Creation’ on the
chart). This occurred in 21 cases. This is likely due to the relative scarcity of labelled datasets in the Fake News domain.
Similarly, authors may have not been satisfied with the quality or size of existing datasets. This may also explain why
19 papers combined two or more datasets together (labelled ‘Combined Dataset’), which was the second most popular
approach - often including the ’Getting Real About Fake News’ dataset which exclusively includes fake articles, relying
on the researcher to gather the real portion themselves.
Of the more established datasets, the FakeNewsNet dataset (and its variations) was the most popular, having been used
in 21 papers. Unlike other datasets, this dataset differentiates itself by including several additional features other than
the article text such as images, social context and spatiotemporal information. In instances where a paper used features
other than article text, this was the dataset that was used. Examples of this include [45, 46, 37], all of which leveraged
the additional features that FakeNewsNet provides. However despite these additional features, which offers researchers
the opportunity to experiment with more novel features, the FakeNewsNet dataset is extremely limited in terms of
number of news articles, containing less than 500 articles in total. Table 4 below provides the size of each dataset and
the balance between the Fake vs Real news classes.
There is, however, one example of a dataset that is of a size suitable for machine learning. The Fake News Corpus as
used by [47] contains over 10 million articles, 3 million of which deemed appropriate for use in this domain by [47].
Although this dataset is significant in size, unlike FakeNewsNet the dataset is not manually labelled. Instead, this dataset
is coarsely labelled based purely on the domain name that the articles originated from; that is, whether the domain
name has been flagged as spreading misinformation. For example, articles that came from ‘Breitbart.com’ would be
labelled as ‘fake’ and articles from ‘Telegraph.co.uk’ would be labelled as ‘true’ without evaluating the content of each
article independently. This is arguably a rather blunt criterion and introduces noise and bias into the dataset. On closer
inspection of the dataset, genuine articles are labelled as fake because of their domain. An example is the case of the
Boston Leader, a website labelled as ‘fake’ by the dataset, which, however contains genuine news articles such as [48].
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The fact that this dataset was collected by a single author may also present problems, as errors in labelling the domains
can occur.
Figure 11: Frequency of Datasets Used by Selected Papers
Table 4: Metrics of Publicly Available Datasets
Dataset Number of Times Used No. Real No. Fake Total Reference
AMT 3 4183 4253 8436 [49]
BS Detector 2 12953 15712 28665 [50]
Buzzfeed 3 81 81 162 [49]
Fake News Corpus 2 1M 2M 3M [47]
FakeNewsNet (Buzzfeed) 6 91 91 182 [37]
FakeNewsNet (Politifact) 13 120 120 240 [37]
George McIntire 5 5279 5279 10558 [51]
Getting Real About Fake News 3 0 13000 13000 [52]
ISOT 3 23481 21417 44898 [53]
3.4 Effectiveness of Current Methods (RQ2
During the data extraction phase of this review, it was noted that the two most popular metrics for measuring performance
were F-score and accuracy. The F-score is the harmonic mean of the precision and recall of a model. Accuracy is the
percentage of correctly predicted cases carried out on an unseen portion of the datasets used. Both range between 0 and
1. Being the most popular metrics, these are the ones that were used to evaluate the effectiveness of different methods.
Studies were excluded from the analysis presented in this section if they did not contain these metrics or if these metrics
could not be derived from other metrics provided in the studies. Of the 87 studies collected, 14 were excluded for this
reason. Of the 73 remaining papers, F-score was deemed a more appropriate measure compared to accuracy, because of
the potential of imbalanced class distributions in this problem domain (most news are presumably not fake). This led to
43 being used to summarise the F-score in the remaining 30 papers summarising accuracy respectively in Sections 3.4.1
to 3.4.3. Due to the large amount variance and outliers in the results, the median was used to sort the different methods’
performance as opposed to the mean which is more sensitive to outliers.
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3.4.1 Comparison of Average Performance By Feature Group (RQ2.1)
The results of the comparison of feature groups in terms of accuracy and F-score are presented in Figure 12. When
comparing the feature groups presented in Section 3.2.1, it is interesting to note that the most popular feature group,
content-based features, ranks last when comparing against the averages of other feature groups. Arguably, this could be
due to the comparatively large number of content-based datasets introducing more variance in the results. Taking into
consideration that feature fusion typically contain both content-based and socially-based features, it could be argued
that social features have the potential to improve the efficacy of these solutions. This argument is supported by two
papers collected by this review, [54, 55], which demonstrate how feature fusion and socially-based features outperform
content-based features on the same dataset. The comparison between feature groups presented in these two studies is
summarised in Figure 13 and reinforces the argument that content-based features are less performant than social and
fused features.
Figure 12: F1 & Accuracy Scores of Feature Groups Figure 13: [17, 54] Feature Group Comparison on Fake-NewsNet
3.4.2 Evaluation of Feature Extraction Approaches (RQ2.2)
As has been mentioned in this review, the machine learning models employed are not the sole factor that influences
the effectiveness of an approach. Along with the dataset, the feature extraction/selection method also plays a key
role in determining the efficacy of different approaches. The results are provided in Figures 15 and 16 showing the
performance of different feature extraction methods in terms of accuracy and F-score, respectively.
Interestingly, despite TF-IDF and ensemble feature extraction methods being the most popular approach, used in 22
papers of this review, it would appear that they are associated with poorer performances, compared to other feature
extraction methods. However, it could be argued that, due to the popularity of the approaches and the amount of
variance in the results, this could be the result of the ML methods to which they were applied.
In Section 3.2.3, it was suggested that Word2Vec may be a better approach for this problem, given its ability to capture
semantic information about a word, as compared to TF-IDF which simply scores words based on their relevancy to a
document in relation to the corpus. It appears here that Word2Vec (along with GloVE, a similar embedding technique)
performs well compared to other feature extraction methods. Given that Word2Vec was used in 10 papers in this review,
this an encouraging insight that inspires confidence that BERT may produce similar, if not better, results. This is further
supported by the fact Tensor embedding techniques also perform very well. However, given these were only used in two
papers collected by this review, this needs to be further investigated. Overall, it could be argued that word embeddings
is a promising approach to feature extraction for the fake news problem.
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Figure 14: Feature Extraction Performance by Accuracy Figure 15: Feature Extraction Performance by F-Score
3.4.3 Comparison of Average Performance by ML Method (RQ2.3)
Figure 17 and 18 show the average performance of the ML methods reported in the selected studies measured as
accuracy and F-score, respectively. When comparing different ML algorithms, it could be argued that most algorithms
perform relatively well with most having a median above 0.75 across both metrics/groups of papers. Across the two
metrics, a fair amount of similarity in terms of the ranking of different methods is observed. Neural networks appear to
perform well across both metrics/groups of papers as well as Gradient Boosting algorithms. Logistic Regression also
sees similarity in performance across the two metrics/groups along with Random Forests. However these two methods
appear to be less performant compared to NNs and Gradient Boosting. It is also worth noting that KNN ranks worst
among both metrics/groups and it could be argued that this demonstrates that this is not an effective approach to the
problem. This could be due to KNN’s tendency to assume that training data is equally distributed across classes, which
may not always be true when random training subsets or inbalanced datasets are used [56].
Despite much similarity in the ranking of methods between the two metrics/groups of papers, there are a few notable
exceptions to this. When comparing the F-score group to the Accuracy group, we see Ensemble Methods drop from the
highest ranked method by F-ccore to the second lowest ranked in accuracy. On closer inspection, this is likely due to
the paper ‘Fake News Detection from Data Streams’ [44] which reported accuracy scores for numerous combinations
of algorithms, many of which did not perform as well as other Ensemble approaches reported by other papers, thus
bringing the median down in the Accuracy group. This is a limitation of the analysis presented in this Section, and the
results should be interpreted accordingly. Due to the number of variables including datasets, approaches, algorithms
and metrics, it is difficult to make conclusive comparisons on the different approaches, which is a common problem in
the ML field, however, as reported by [57]. Other approaches that also saw a difference in ranking greater than two
places across the two metrics included SVMs and Naïve Bayes. Although this may also be because of the limitation of
this analysis as outlined above, the drop in ranking between these two algorithms in the F-score group may also be
attributed to this metric penalising false positives and negatives more than accuracy does.
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Figure 16: ML Model Performance by Accuracy Figure 17: ML Model Performance by F-Score
3.4.4 Comparison by Consistent Outperformance (RQ2.3)
In order to address the limitation of the analysis for comparing ML methods presented in the previous section, additional
analysis was performed following the approach presented in [58], which used the number of times that an algorithm
outperformed other algorithm(s) within the same paper. In addition to this, the analysis reported in this section calculates
the number of times a particular algorithm outperforms other algorithms within the same paper as well as on the same
dataset. In particular, papers that report comparative results between two or more algorithms were used – this totalled
37 papers. That is, papers that did not compare algorithms (such as the ones that presented a single novel method) were
not included in this analysis. In addition, only methods that were reported in more than 5 papers were included. The
results are summarised in Table 5.
In this analysis, we see that Gradient Boosting and Ensemble Methods rank joint-first outperforming other algorithms
50% of the time. This is to be expected, as the paper in the Accuracy group that solely dealt with Ensemble Methods
and likely skewed the performance of this method across F-score and accuracy in the previous section was excluded
from this analysis, given that it was not a comparative study. Assuming this paper to be an outlier, it could be argued
that Ensemble Methods do appear to be a particularly effective approach. In contrast, we see that KNN is the least
performant once again and could be regarded as a potentially poor approach to the fake news problem. Naïve Bayes
also sees a poor performance in this analysis, with only one occurrence of it outperforming another algorithm. It could
be argued that this singular instance is less significant, as the study in which it outperformed other algorithms only
contained one other algorithm – Random Forest. With this in mind and its relatively poor performance in the F-score
comparison, it could be said that Naïve Bayes may also be less effective for this particular problem. This is supported
by the fact that SVMs performed relatively well in this comparison, despite suffering a similar drop in rank to Naïve
Bayes when comparing F-score and accuracy.
Table 5: Frequency of ML Method Outperformance in Comparative Studies
Method Number of Datasets Superior Performance Freq. Percentage
Gradient Boosting 22 11 50%
Ensemble Method 12 6 50%
Neural Networks 30 10 33%
SVM 27 7 26%
Random Forest 29 6 21%
Decision Tree 23 3 13%
Logistic Regression 24 2 8%
Naive Bayes 20 1 5%
KNN 13 0 0%
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3.4.5 FakeNewsNet Analysis (RQ2.3)
As identified in Section 3.3.1, the reliability of comparisons between ML methods is limited by the variability of
approaches used in studies. The analysis presented in Section 3.3.2 mitigated some of this variability by aggregating the
results of studies that compare different algorithms on the same dataset. To further reduce variability, additional analysis
was performed to include only studies that used the most popular dataset, the Politifact portion of the FakeNewsNet
dataset. Although this does not remove all the variables across studies and limits the sample size to 13 papers, it does
offer the opportunity to investigate the effectiveness of the methods using a ‘baseline dataset’. Unlike other datasets,
FakeNewsNet offers additional features outside of the text including images and social data.
As can be seen from Figure 19, similar to the comparisons presented in Sections 3.3.1 and 3.3.2, Ensemble Methods
perform best overall with Naïve Bayes and KNN being the least performant. It is also worth noting that the other,
well-defined Ensemble Methods such as Gradient Boosting and Random Forests also see good performance, similar to
that seen in the previous comparisons. Neural networks however, appear to be less performant on this dataset. Of the 10
papers that utilised the additional, social features, three of them utilised Ensemble Methods, with the remaining seven
utilising Logistic Regression, Gradient Boosting, Neural Networks and KNN. Broadly, it would appear that there are
two distinct approaches when using a combination of textual and non-textual data features:
• Using more than one classifier (Ensemble Methods) and interpreting the combined results, typically through
an additional classifier or through a voting mechanism.
• Using an ensemble of feature extraction approaches and applying the result to a single classifier.
Of these two approaches, it is argued that the first is the most performant given how Ensemble Methods rank top of this
comparison. When looking at the previous comparisons, it could be argued that Ensemble Methods produce the best
results even when training only on textual features. Papers that used Ensemble Methods on solely textual features
typically extracted additional secondary features from the text. Examples of this include semantic analysis and syntax
analysis as used by [59], or voting classifiers to check for agreement across several approaches as used by [9]. Given
this performance, it could be argued that article text alone is not enough for the fake news problem and additional
features should either be sought from the dataset or derived from textual data. This also supports the suggestion in
Section 3.2.3 that word embedding methods such as Word2Vec and BERT should be utilised more widely given the
extra contextual information that they provide.
Figure 18: Performance of Methods Applied to FakeNewsNet by F-Score
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4 Discussion
Fake news detection is a relatively new field, as can be seen from the substantial increase in publications, as presented
in Section 2.1, particularly over the last two years. This growth in interest has led to a variety of approaches to solving
the fake news problem and results appear to be promising. Supporting these approaches are also a number of datasets,
many of which are created by the authors. The diversity of approaches and datasets indicates that this research is still in
its infancy with no well-established set of approaches and baseline datasets, and while there are solutions that produce
positive results (particularly from NNs, Gradient Boosting and Ensemble Methods), further focused experimentation
and validation efforts are needed before these solutions can be scaled.
One of the fundamental issues within the problem area is the lack of a generally accepted and clear definition of what is
classed as ‘fake news’. As discussed in Section 1, clickbait, rumours, satire or verifiably false articles have invariably
been referred to as fake news in literature [8]. This was also observed during the study selection process, in which
several studies define their focus to be fake news but, on closer inspection, they were found to deal exclusively with
clickbait articles. Due to these varying definitions, it has been argued that implementation of these models will lead to
AI bias concerns and arguments that it will also undermine democracy and infringe free speech [60]. Given these issues,
it could be argued that it may be impossible to create a model that satisfies everyone’s definition of fake news across
different topics. However, that does not exclude such models from being applicable to certain situations and remain
useful, for example, for social media companies which are under increasing pressure to police their platforms.
If models are to be applied in real-world scenarios, they must be accurate, robust and generalisable. A key component
to achieving this is the size and quality of available datasets. As mentioned in Section 3.2.4, mainstream datasets
are relatively small for such a machine learning problem. This could be a reason as to why many authors combined
datasets, in order to boost the number of articles for model training and to protect against issues such as overfitting,
poor generalisability as well as bias (as justified in [61, 62]). Existing annotation approaches, manual vs. automated
annotation, have limitations which result in a trade-off; that is, datasets are: either well-labelled but smaller and
expensive in terms of human labour, by using independent fact-checkers, or poorly labelled but larger using generic
labelling algorithms, such as labelling based on the source domain name of the articles. To underscore the amount of
effort required, Kaggle’s Getting Real About Fake News dataset at only 13,000 articles is also not manually labelled,
instead using a tool called ‘BS Detector’ to label news by its domain. Ultimately, this approach is problematic as BS
Detector is a web-browser extension that attempts to detect unreliable articles by comparing hyperlinks on articles to a
list of unreliable sources [63]. As there is very little evidence to BS Detector’s accuracy in labelling data, it could be
argued that this approach leads to a domino effect, whereby an unproven model labels data poorly, which in turn is used
to train classifiers. It is clear therefore, that in order for a high-quality dataset of significant size to be developed, it
would require the continuous resource investment in manual labelling, or the development of better algorithms, such as
reliable unsupervised approaches as explored in [64].
Despite apparent issues in current datasets, algorithms appear to perform relatively well, as can been seen in Section 3,
with typical F1 and accuracy scores around 0.8. In particular, ensemble methods (including Gradient Boosting and
Random Forest) appear to perform best overall, particularly, when trained on a variety of features. The effectiveness
of utilising more than just news-content based features is evident in Section 3.3.1, which shows that models that
utilise socially-based features together with content-based features typically perform best overall. It is worth noting
that although TF-IDF is the most popular means of extracting textual features, word embedding algorithms such as
Word2Vec and FastText are associated with better results, likely due to their ability to preserve the context of words
unlike TF-IDF.
However, despite the promising performance of certain combinations of machine learning model, dataset and feature
extraction method there is one clear issue that prevents these models from being applied in the real-world. That is, the
poor generalisability of the models as demonstrated by [49, 65]. These studies show that models that are trained on one
fake news dataset and then tested on an alternative fake news dataset suffer a drop in accuracy that mirrors random
classification. It is possible that this is a result of the limitations of current datasets, as previously discussed, or it could
be possible that generalisability is a weakness of content-based approaches as used in these two studies. Models that
utilise both social and content-based features may prove to be more resilient to this generalisability issue. Further to
this, there are two other generalisability considerations. One is the performance of a model over time as demonstrated
by [66]. Although the drop in performance experienced in this study is not significant, it is still worth consideration
given the rate at which news, and therefore language, changes - particularly over longer periods of time than explored
in Horne’s paper. Additionally, although every attempt has been made by this review to select papers that attempt to
detect news across different topics, many of the datasets used solely cover one area of news (such as politics in the
FakeNewsNet Politifact dataset). Although these datasets cover a number of different events and topics within this
area of news, exploration of how well these models can be applied across various topics (such as healthcare) would be
insightful to future research, and assist in determining whether the inclusion of topic-modelling would be beneficial.
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Similar to other applications of machine learning in other domains (such as in healthcare), it could be argued that
applying these algorithms on news is unethical. This is because machine learning algorithms do not differentiate based
on what truly makes a news article fake, but, instead, they derive patterns based on the contents of the fake and real
portions of the datasets. It is important therefore, that future approaches are able to classify fake news in an explainable
manner, such as through fact-checking algorithms built on knowledge bases [67, 4]. The advantage of such an approach
would be that they would potentially be more robust to the kinds of attacks highlighted by [66] as well as be more
generalisable and perform better over time. This is because, unlike current approaches, fact-checking approaches
classify based on statements that can be verified to be true or false. However, these approaches are still in their infancy
and it could be argued that building and maintaining such knowledge bases would require a large amount of effort
– similar to the effort required to build the datasets currently used for this problem. Furthermore, ensuring that the
knowledge bases are populated with accurate information is an additional consideration. An alternative approach may
also be to use ‘human-in-the-loop’ (HITL) approaches as proposed by [68] whereby current approaches are used to flag
potentially false content before being moderated by a human expert. An advantage of this approach is that it utilises
currently available approaches collected by this review and through moderation with human-experts, will allow more
data to be labelled which is likely to create more effective models.
5 Future Work and Conclusions
In this paper, a systematic literature review was performed in order to determine what current approaches there are to
detect fake news articles and how effective they are. First, a combination of automated and manual searches was carried
out using a broad search string to capture as many papers related to the research questions as possible, and a set of
exclusion and inclusion criteria were applied. Second, a quality assessment was carried out on the 87 selected papers
that highlighted some common issues. Third, data extraction was performed to collect the different types of ML models,
datasets, feature extraction methods and performance metrics. Finally, a narrative analysis and discussion of the data
collected was presented which identified a number of issues relating to current research in the area.
The review demonstrates a growing interest in this area, particularly over the last two years. It also shows current
popular approaches, datasets and feature extraction methods. Some of the more popular approaches include NNs,
SVMs, Gradient Boosting, Decision Trees and Ensemble Methods, typically supported by ensemble, word embedding
or TF-IDF approaches to feature extraction. Many datasets have been applied to this problem, typically containing
content-based features but also social-context based features such as in FakeNewsNet. Overall, study quality is relatively
good however there are some common issues, such as lack of clear definition of fake news as well as poor disclosure of
textual features used.
Of the 87 papers collected, the vast majority present relatively promising present promising average accuracy of 0.8.
Of the most promising approaches, methods that utilise ensemble learning with a combination of features appear to
perform the best with word embeddings being indicated as the best feature extraction method for text, coupled with
additional features such as social context found in the FakeNewsNet dataset.
This review also revealed areas of future research. Chief among these areas is the issue of generalisability. This has three
strands: (i) generalisability from one dataset to the other; (ii) generalisability over time; and (iii) generalisability from
one domain to the other. Preliminary results from [49] show that ensemble methods may also be the most favourable to
address the second strand of the generalisability issue however, social-context based features are yet to be explored in
terms of this strand of generalisability. Finally, the ethical implications of current methods should also be considered in
future research. This may be addressed through alternative methods such as fact-checking algorithms which form a
chain of evidence, or through HITL approaches that ensure that detection results are moderated by a human expert.
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